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Abstract: The initial state of the cosmos is analytically modeled as a radiation filled spherical cavity that expands from a 

singularity to later act as a clock and energy source in support of a 3-stage, radiation to a quark-hadron based, decoupling process. 

The model thereby avoids a need for Inflation and the presence of matter at start-up and during the radiation dominated phase, but 

nevertheless remains strongly consistent with attributes of the Guth Inflationary model. At decoupling, only quark family #1 with 

up-down attributes has adequate energy to successfully complete decoupling. Earlier in a 3-stage process, attempts at 

hadronization by quark families #2 and #3 fail due to large quark size and binding energy requirements that exceed the available 

radiation energy supply. These attempts decay rapidly to take a quark family #1 form. Decoupling is further modeled as half-spin 

based radiation resonance forms that are linked, via particle time dilation, to matter based micro-black-holes. 
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1. Introduction 

A recently published paper on quark family attributes 

allows one to see more clearly their impact on cosmic 

evolution and decoupling. 

[1] The following chart (Table 1) where J is total angular 

momentum, B is baryon number, Q is electric charge, and I3 is 

Isospin summarizes a list of relevant observed quark attributes 

from that paper which will be used here to analyze the role of 

quarks at various stages of cosmic development. Since quarks 

are always confined within hadrons, the chart data is indirectly 

derived from observations on particle based hadron collider 

experiments. Note, also, that current astronomy based surveys 

on the spectral attributes of matter elsewhere in the cosmos, so 

far, also confirms that no stable hadron types exist other than 

those from family #1. Recall then that a hadron particle such as 

a neutron can be viewed, from a quark viewpoint, as composed 

of two Downs and one Up, and a proton, as one Down and two 

Ups. Note also that an isolated neutron particle set only has a 

life span of 889 seconds [2] due to Beta decay. But, by 

comparison, both the Charm-Strange family and especially the 

Top-Bottom family have significantly shorter life spans [3, 4, 5, 

6] and can be viewed as failed attempts to successfully 

hadronize during a 3-stage cosmic decoupling process. 

Table 1. Quark Family Attributes. 

Fam Name Mass (Mev/c2) J B Q I3 

1st Up 3±0.7±0.5 ½ +⅓ +⅔ +½ 

 Down 4.8±0.5±0.3 ½ +⅓ -⅓ -½ 

2nd Charm 1275±25 ½ +⅓ +⅔ 0 

 Strange 95±5 ½ +⅓ -⅓ 0 

3rd Top 173210±1220 ½ +⅓ ⅔ 0 

 Bottom 4180±30 ½ +⅓ -⅓ 0 

In this regard, see also the lepton life spans listed below in a 

second associated chart (Table 2) that summarizes the spin-½ 

lepton family particle attributes that are part of the atomic 

particle set that includes the above defined quark families. [7] 

The lepton life span data listed here gives a close 

approximation of the Charm-Strange and Top-Bottom quark 

family group attributes during hadronization attempts. 

Table 2. Lepton Family Attributes. 

Family Name Mass (Mev/c2) Mean Life 

1st Electron 0.511 stable 

2nd Muon 106 2.2×10-6s 

3rd Tau 1784 3.4×10-23s 
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2. Energy Based Analysis 

The cosmic matter formation scenario in use here assumes 

that the neutron particles develop first, and then, via Beta 

decay, turn into proton/electron sets that further leads to 

formation of Hydrogen particles. In order to see the need for a 

3-stage decoupling process in this scenario, it is first necessary 

to examine the energy requirements of the quark family 

attributes listed above for neutron style particle generation. 

Assuming a first letter symbol for each quark type, the 

respective quark constituents for each family during the 

neutron-style hadronization attempts, are udd, css, and tbb. 

The following chart (Table 3), in reverse cosmic time order, 

then gives a list of the approximate neutron hadronization 

attempt attributes during decoupling. This chart also assumes 

that radiation level at the start of decoupling has an equivalent 

mass property defined by [8] 

m=ωh/c2=2πfh/c2                  (1) 

where ω is angular frequency, f is frequency defined in Hertz 

units, h is Planck's constant, and c is the speed of light. Note 

also that the chart does not include binding energy for a 

neutron particle. If the 1-Up/2-Down quark set in quark family 

#1 for a neutron included the binding energy, the total energy 

requirement [9] would be 939.57 Mev/c2 at an equivalent 

cosmic radiation frequency of 2.27×1023 Hz. It can be seen 

then that the neutron binding energy requirement is equivalent 

to 927.67 Mev/c2, or approximately an amount equal to three 

orders of magnitude larger than the 11.9 Mev/c2 value for 

neutron particle mass listed above. 

Table 3. Staged Hadronization Activity. 

Family Order Mass (Mev/c2) Mean Life 

1st 3 11.9 2.66×1020 

2nd 2 465 3.54×1022 

3rd 1 181570 4.38×1024 

Note also there is the same harmonic-like increase of 123 

(or slightly more than two orders of magnitude) both in quark 

mass as well as radiation frequency and therefore also 

radiation energy supply between families. This shows that the 

radiation energy supply during families #2 an #3 

hadronization attempts is only marginally sufficient to satisfy 

the energy requirements of the hadron particle itself, but is 

inadequate for binding energy requirements. As stated above, 

however, the total binding energy requirement for a neutron in 

the #1 quark family is an additional 927.67 Mev/c2, about 

three orders of magnitude greater than that of the mass 11.9 

Mev/c2 of the neutron particle, and must also be supplied by 

radiation. It is worth noting then that this binding energy value 

is almost as large as that typically quoted for heavy atomic 

nuclei. For example, the nucleus of a gold au200 atom with 200 

nucleons only requires a binding energy of [10] 

7.8(200nucleons)=1560Mev              (2) 

because of the large population of neutrons distributed in its 

nucleus significantly reduces the need for a large binding 

energy, as in the case of the quark set cited above. Thus, the 

very low mean life-span associated with failed neutron-style 

hadronization attempts found in the 2nd and especially the 3rd 

quark family is due to an inability to satisfy the total energy 

requirement that increases (by about five orders of magnitude) 

at each of those two stages. Note also, there currently exists no 

collider based experimental evidence that quark or hadron 

matter exists at energy levels beyond that of the 3rd quark 

family, nor theoretically should there be any due to the high 

energy requirements. In fact, even though the existence of the 

Bottom quark was verified in 1977, [3] the existence of the 

Top quark, though very large but with a very short life-span, 

was not verified until 1995. [4, 5] This therefore implies that, 

prior to decoupling, the cosmic radiation dominated phase 

should not contain any quark or hadron matter, as have been 

suggested in several published references. [11, 12] The data 

given above also indicates that the 3-stage decoupling process 

is not complete until the total accumulated neutron particle 

energy during decoupling has reached a 939.57 Mev/c2 level. 

This only occurs at the completion of the 3-stage quark based 

decoupling process described above. 

3. Attributes of a Radiation Filled 

Expanding Spherical Resonator 

The previous section then requires that, before cosmic 

decoupling, the radiation dominated phase be represented by 

an expanding radiation filled spherical resonator with no 

matter. For boundary conditions, it must be center fed, 

open-circuited, start with an initial radiation wavelength that 

is the shortest possible increment of length, and expand at the 

speed of light. The next challenge then is to determine 

operating mode of such a resonator. 

A suitable model for an expanding radiation dominated 

cosmos can be found in Ishii's text on Microwave Engineering. 

[13] As shown in that text, such a model is an open circuited, 

center-fed, loss-less radiation filled spherical cavity, with 

series style resonance with n=0. The model is also expanding 

at a light speed rate, with radial wavelength set to Planck 

Length initially, and follows a simple form of Maxwell's 

Equations defined by the equation pair 

▼2E+ω2є0µ0E=0                 (3) 

▼2H+ω2є0µ0H=0                (4) 

where electric field intensity E=E0e
iϖt and magnetic field 

intensity H=H0e
iϖt, i=(-1)½, ω is angular frequency, є0 is the 

dielectric constant of free space, µ0 is the permeability of free 

space. The operating mode of the sphere can then be set to 

expand with a wavelength property as 

λ=c'tr/4=c'tLP/4                 (5) 

where c' is a speed of light expansion rate, t is time in seconds, 

r is radius of the sphere and λ is radiation wavelength, initially 

set to Planck Length LP=1.616×10-35m, Then, assuming that 

cosmic decoupling occurs at approximately [14] 
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t=200,000yrs= 6.31×1012s,           (6) 

the wavelength of the radiation in the expanding sphere at this 

time is 

λ=c'tLP/4=(3.00×108/s)(6.31×1012s)(1.616×10-35m)/4=1.22×10-15m.(7) 

Thereby, it can be seen then that the wavelength associated 

with λ, at the decoupling stage of expansion, is approximately 

the size of a neutron particle, and the cosmic radiation 

frequency is approximately 

f=c'λ-1=6.00×108m/s)(1.22×10-15m)-1=2.46×1023 Hz,  (8) 

which is close to the above stated cosmic radiation frequency 

value for the total energy of a neutron. 

The harmonic-like 123 quark mass growth factor cited 

above, between the adjacent quark families, shows how quark 

mass is somehow coupled to cosmic radiation frequency. Such 

an attribute can be treated mathematically as a radiation based 

modulation-like boundary condition. 

4. Particles Modeled as Radiation 

Resonance Based Micro-Black-Holes 

The previous section describes the initial stage of cosmic 

evolution in terms of a cavity like resonator model for the 

radiation-dominated phase. Matter formation can only occur 

after a 3-stage quark decoupling process that acts as a trigger 

for the start of a rapidly formed half-spin matter dominated 

phase. A remaining unanswered question here, however, 

concerns the process by which radiation is actually converted 

to matter form by the quark based decoupling trigger. A 

proposed conversion process, summarized here, can be found 

in a previously published paper by the Alpha Omega group. 

[15] 

In that paper, it is shown that the energy conversion process 

in a cosmic expansion scenario, initially in a radiation 

dominated phase that transits to a half spin particle matter 

dominated phase, can be theoretically represented as a 

half-spin radiation resonance process defined by 

β=½, a spin particle with v=vg=c/2, vp=c2/vg=2c, ξ2=-¾ (9) 

where β is a spin attribute, vp and vg are respectively phase 

wave and group wave velocity of a wave packet focused set of 

electromagnetic harmonic components, c is the velocity of 

light, and defines the relativistic relationship between ξ and β. 

The spin categories defined by β=1, ½, 0 assume torquing 

velocity components vg have a form which supports spin. 

ξ2= β2[1-(v/c)2]= β2-1             (10) 

The altered light speed attributes of the resonance set can 

then be linked to a particle based gravitational time dilation 

attribute defined by [16] 

∆v/v=∆τ/τ=GM [1/r1-1/r2]= M/(c2r)=½      (11) 

where ∆v is the downward shift in clock or EM frequency, 

∆τ/τ is the dilated time, G is the gravitational constant, M is 

the mass of a spherical particle, and r is the radial position of 

the wave boundary relative to its origin with r2>r1. Such a 

matter formation process is also shown to have space-time 

signature in cgi units that is consistent with a General 

Relativity Schwarzschield micro-black-hole solution [17] 

r=2GM/c2.                  (12) 

When matter is modeled as a set of micro-black-holes, one 

can then also obtain the same physically relevant gravitational 

solutions as those from General Relativity. [18] In addition to 

Schwarzschield solution, these include gravitational time 

dilation, gravitational deflection of light, time retardation of 

light, perihelion attributes of an orbiting planet, and a Kerr 

style field solution for a rotating sphere with mass M and 

angular momentum J where radial distance r>>J/M. 

As mentioned, within this context, it is proposed that a 

likely radiation to primitive matter conversion scenario is one 

where neutrons form first, followed by protons and electrons 

that form as a result of Beta decay in an isolated neutron 

population, that then provides a basis for star formation via a 

fusion based Hydrogen to Helium process. More complex 

atomic structures then form later as a function of the size 

attributes in aging stellar bodies. [19] In this regard, note that 

our sun in old age will become a “red giant” star that 

ultimately turns into iron. [20] 

5. Conclusions 

The foregoing presentation begins with an analysis of 

observed quark attributes to determine what impact they might 

have on cosmic evolution and decoupling. It is shown thereby 

that cosmic decoupling can only occur when cosmic radiation 

frequency corresponds to approximately 2.27 ̽ 1023 Hz. 

Because of a quark mass growth factor equal to 123 between 

the three known families, and a falling radiation energy level 

due to cosmic expansion, however, analysis shows that it is 

impossible to have stable quark and hadron formation during 

the radiation dominated phase before the above defined 

cosmic 3-stage decoupling event. Other than during 

decoupling, cosmic radiation energy levels during the 

radiation dominated phase are inadequate to support the 

hadronization particle binding energy requirements. It is also 

shown by use of an analytic model that a cosmic decoupling 

event with radiation frequency 2.27 ̽ 1023 Hz is consistent with 

a cosmic age of 200,000 years. It should also be noted that 

there is no report of observed evidence, astronomically, or 

from collider experiments, to support stable hadron formation 

by any means other than that by the #1 quark family. The 

quark family #2 and #3 failed attempts at hadronization, that 

decay to a normal family # 1 hadron, appear to be due an 

increasingly inadequate radiation energy supply, as one goes 

backwards in cosmic time. 

The decoupling process is further represented as one in 

which half-spin based radiation resonance forms are linked, 

via particle based time dilation, to a matter based 

micro-black-hole form. Such a micro-black-hole, though very 
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small but finite, can be related to point mass concepts that are 

found in both classical physics and quantum theory. In 

quantum electrodynamics, however, when developing a 

perturbation expansion result, point size can lead to unwanted 

fictitious infinities in higher order terms because of an implied 

zero distance between the perturbation series terms. It also is 

important to note that micro-black-holes differ from stellar 

gravitational based black holes supported by a large mass 

collective. [21] Whereas stellar gravitational black holes have 

no observable structure, both cosmological and quantum 

theory give evidence that shows an internal structure in 

micro-black-holes is necessary to support wavelike and 

atomic properties of particle based matter. Therefore, although 

micro-black-holes can collectively coalesce as atomic nuclei, 

they do not otherwise exhibit the stellar gravitational black 

hole habit to swallow up other nearby matter. Isolated neutron 

collective sets are also known to be unstable. 

6. Addendum: A Comparison with the 

Guth Inflationary Model 

As mentioned the Abstract, it is not necessary to include 

cosmic Inflation in the analysis presented here. To see this, it 

is useful to make a comparison of the Guth [22] cosmic 

scenario (that includes Inflation) with the scenario presented 

here based on observed quark based collider data. A summary 

of the Guth Inflationary scenario can also be found in the 

Beiser text. [23] As a starting point, the reader should note that 

both scenarios begin with a reference to Planck Length. The 

Guth scenario assumes an initial cosmic size equal to Planck 

Length (eg; ~10-45m). The Guth scenario then proceeds to 

describe the evolution of cosmic radius as a function of time, 

that includes an Inflationary increase of about 1030 in size at 

time 10-30s, a radiation dominated phase that is laden with 

matter, and ends finally with the start of the atomic era (eg; 

decoupling) at about 1013 s, the same end point as in the 

analysis given here. By comparison, the analysis given here 

describes the cosmic evolution in terms of the radiation energy 

level, beginning with a wavelength equal to Planck Length, 

that is modified by cosmic expansion up to the point of the 

decoupling event. Since expansion proceeds at the speed of 

light during the radiation dominated phase and ends with the 

same (~1013s) decoupling time, one can see that its scenario is 

comparable to that rendered by the assumed initial size 

condition, Inflation impact, and (matter laced) radiation 

dominated phase found in the Guth model. Note that 

decoupling occurs at the same cosmic time (~1013 s) in both 

models. The analysis given here, however, is based on 

observed collider data, provides more process level detail, and 

avoids the assumptions of the Guth model regarding Inflation 

and assumed matter conditions at start-up and during the 

radiation dominated phase. Note that in the Guth model, the 

presence of matter in the radiation dominated phase tends to 

slow the cosmic expansion rate, but is balanced by an initial 

Inflationary expansion surge to yield an equivalent overall 

expansion rate equal to the speed of light. In summary then, 

both models: 1) Start with Planck Length, 2) End at the same 

decoupling time (~1013 s), and 3) Feature the same overall 

cosmic expansion rate. 
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